i6 that after absorbing two opposite-momentum photons the atom's momentum remains unchanged. In other words, the atomic motion will not inhibit the coherence of the absorption. Hence, a new resonance phenomenon occurs. It is a purely quantum-mechanical yhenomenon and does not depend on the detailed dynamics. ' Several experiments have been suggested to observe this resonance phenomenon.
In that proposed by Baklanov, Dubet- skii, and Chebotayev, ' a beam of atoms interacts with two spatially separated laser beams. The width of the predicted resonance depends on the time of flight of an atom between the two laser beams. The resonance fringe variation can be expressed as cos [(&u, -2~) T], where T is the time of flight, e, the Bohr frequency of the atomic transition, and (d the laser frequency. This resonance is similar to the radio-frequency Ramsey resonance and these fringes, at present, are referred to as Ramsey fringes. 4 In another yroyosed experiment, ' atomic and laser beams intersect in a common syatia.
'l region.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 . SM is the laser-beam splitter. M"M, ', M"and M, ' are the reflecting mirrors. The atomic beam yasses through the intersection of the laser beams and is yerpendicular to the payer. The Dopplerfree transition amplitude in this experiment is yroyortional to g(~.)(&p. "ItIp. ". k. '-k. ) +ae"'~(p"e, It Ip"e"k,; -k, )), (2) where g(&u, ) describes the atomic line profile. ' ' (p» e, I t I p» &» k"-k, ) for i = 1,2 is the reduced transitiori amplitude. In the transition, the momentum p, of the atom remains the same while its internal energy is changed from &, to e" &2 -&a =@~0-The wave vectors of the laser beams are indicated in Fig. 1 Copyright by the American Physical Society. Li, M. C., "doppler-free 2-photon absorption of 2 coherent beams," Phys. Rev. A 16, 2480 Rev. A 16, (1977 where G(k') describes the profile of the laser pulse. To simplify the calculation, the functions G(k') and g(&d, ) are assumed to have Gaussian shapes, (10) cos(L&d, /c) exp(-L'/4c'B). (13) In reaching Eq. (13) the term A ha, s been dropped. Equation (13) =(p"e, lt p"e"k;-k) +(p~. ltlp e k; k)e'&". -'"", (14) where B is the total Hamiltonian of the system and T the time of flight. Its fringe variation was given in Eq. (1). To achieve coherence in the atom transitions, the time of flight T must be less than the lifetime v. of the atomic state (T&r). At the present, the above condition cannot be satisfied experimentally. '
In the crossed-beam experiment, the direct phase is introduced through the laser beams. The laser beams in Fig. 1 , which are responsible for the Doppler-free two-photon transition, can be expressed as"
where n is an integer. Then the resonanc. e fringe variation in Eq. (13) with respect to the laser beam frequency has a fringe spacing 3c/5L.
The observed yhenomenon on the resonance fringes does not deyend on detailed dynamics. In their theoretical discussion, Baklanov, Chebotayev, and Dubetskii' used'two-level dyriamics in the weakfield approximation.
In the discussions of Eqs. (14), (15), and (1), no detailed dynamics were employed. The observed phenomenon follows directly from basic quantum mechanics.
The resonance fringe variation in Eq. (13) 
